It’s that time of year!
Get your holiday gifts early and all proceeds go to make "52 Pickup, The Movie"
possible! By sending business to some of these companies seen in this flyer, I am
creating an asset to help sustain myself and my art. This opportunity will help us
acquire the funds to make our movie quickly without having to go through donors
or government funding!
All of these products are ethically created in the US. 95% of the packaging is
recyclable. No animal testing! Vegan? No problem! Each bundle comes with a free
surprise that compliments your package! Surprise! Want the bundle, but the price is
a little daunting? Talk to Katie about how you can make your bundle fun sized!
Wrapping available for $10! Shipping is free with orders over $99.

The Immunity Bundle
Every immune system needs the perfect daily bundle to support your
health – AND the best organizing case so you never miss a dose! The
Nutrilite™ Immunity Bundle supports your body’s natural defenses
year-round† so you can be your best every day. This bundle includes:
Balance Within™ Probiotic, Immunity Echinacea, Immunity Defense
Zinc + Holy, and supplement Case. $93.50

The Lash Duo
Mascara Base Primer lengthens, thickens and conditions lashes. And our
fave Lash Boosting 3-in-1 Mascara adds volume, lift and separation with
a clever multitasking brush. Used together, they amplify lash volume by
over 80% versus mascara alone. Both are Allergy and dermatologist
tested. Gift dramatic, megawatt lashes for unforgettable holiday looks!
$37

The Gift for the One Who Needs More Energy
Get the energy and focus you need to succeed every day! The Ultra Focus +
Energy Pack is tailored to help your body fight fatigue, improve memory and
maximize mental focus during exercise. XS™ Energy Drinks are packed with
just the right amount of caffeine and B-vitamins, and are bursting with great
taste, yet they don’t contain the level of sugar and carbs in other popular
energy drinks. This delicious energy bar with chocolate chips helps boost
energy, fuel muscle, and also aids in recovery and performance. $89

The Sore No More Bundle
After your next workout or adventure, take your recovery to the next
level with XS™ CBD Pro Cream, made with 400 mg of CBD from
full spectrum hemp extract. Quickly feel the key ingredients that
soothe and warm the skin within five minutes for a lasting effect.The
post-workout supplement that helps support joint health and muscle
recovery by replenishing muscle glycogen with a blend of turmeric,
glucosamine, and acerola cherry. $100

Freshest Face Skin Nutrition
Available in the Balancing, Renewing, and Firming, and Hydrating
lines. The power of white chia seeds helps smooth and refine your
skin and makes your complexion appear radiant. This bundle
includes mini-size (2-week supply) cleanser, toner and moisturizer
and a Gua Sha Stone, a relaxing way to help soothe facial muscles,
address visible puffiness and energize the skin. Price ranges from
$32-$52.

The Pampered Perfection Gift Set

Pamper that pout and pucker up! This gift-ready perfect pair of lip
favorites will show a little love to everyone on your list. First, polish up
that shining smile with best-selling The Polished Pout Lip Exfoliator.
Then, add smoochable softness with The Pampered Pout Lip Balm.
Together, they add up to beautiful, conditioned, soft lips ready for your
favorite lipstick or whatever is next! $39.50

Atmosphere Mini Air Treatment System
Cleaner air on a smaller scale. Perfect for small apartments,
the Atmosphere Mini™ Air Treatment System filters indoor
air that can often contain pollution, viruses, allergens,
formaldehyde, mold and mildew. 3-in-1 filtration system
filters 99.99% of airborne contaminant particles and
removes more than 300 contaminants from air passing
through the unit. Removes particles as small as .0024
microns, that’s 1/40th the thickness of a human hair. This
mini unit is the perfect companion to an Atmosphere Sky™
unit, bringing superior cleaning performance and built-in
connectivity to your home. $800

The One for the Kids
Our Go Shield gummies are made with a blend of elderberry. The
Kids Superfood Smoothies are made from eight fruit and vegetable
whole-food purees from five colorful food groups, including white
chia, traceable to Nutrilite™ partner farms so you know it is not
just mad tasty but safe as well. Make sure the kiddos are comfy as
they open presents in their pajamas! Styles are customizable! $45

The Smooth Operator Bundle
G&H Soothe+ After Shave Balm transforms the morning shave into
a calming ritual. The special blend of Aloe Vera and vitamin E helps
soothe and moisturize after shaving, helping to reduce razor burn.
The special blend of chamomile, aloe and vitamin E in G&H
Soothe+ Foaming Shave Gel softens beard hair for an easy shave
from start to finish. The Body Milk lotion absorbs instantly and
leaves skin moisturized for up to 24 hours. $36.25

Personal Shopper Services
Can’t find a bundle you like? I’ll be your free personal shopper. Let me do the shopping for you so that you
can focus on what matters most: your family. Choose from any of these brands and I will take the stress of
shopping off of your hands by putting together gifts based on your family’s needs and wants. Wrapping
service is $10.

